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 EFFECT OF HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE ON IONIC CONDUCTIVITY 

               OF SILVER CHLORIDE 

                                BY KIYOSIiI $FQDSIZII 

                              (Receired Octabsr 11, 1960) 

           The variation of the ionic conductivity of the single crystal of silver chloride 
        Las been measured as a iunction of hydro=ta[ic pressure up to 700 kg/cm~ in the 

        intrinsic and extrinsic ranges. The pressure coefficients of the conductivity were 
        in good agreement with the calculated values, and it was revealed that the mobility 

        is much affected by the applied pressure. 

                               Introduction 

   The ionic conductivity of silver chloride crystal was markedly increased by plastic deformation 

and the conductivity increase was mainly ascribed to the increase of the concentration of silver 

ion vacancies produced by plastic deformationrl. On the other hand, the ionic conductivity of 

the silver Chloride crystal decreases with applied hydrostnticpressure and the conductivity decrease 

would be due to the decreases of the mobility and/or the concentration of charge carriers by 
hydrostatic compression. The variation of the ionic conductivity of silver chloride with hydrostatic 

pressure has been previously reported by Jost, Nehlep and Mennenoh-l. Their measurements 
were made on the fused polycrystals up to 300 kg/cm'- at about 300~C. The early result gives 
-2.Sx10''cm'(kg as the pressure coe~cient and the later -3.0X10-'cros/kg. 

   It is clearly necessary to measure the ionic conductivity of the single crystal as a function 

of pressure in both the intrinsic and the extrinsic ranges and to reveal the pressure effects on the 

mobility and on the formation of charge carriers respectively. The purpose of [his report is to 

describe such experiments at pressures up to 700 kg/cmt and a[ temperatures from 30 to 110'C. 

                              Experimentals 

   The procedure of the preparation of single crystal and specimens A'as [he same as that in 

the previous experimen[s'l. Electrodes were applied with silver paint. The pressure vessel 
contained a sample holder, lead wires and a thermocouple of chrome4alumel which were insulated 

with teflon sheets and porcelain tubes from the vessel as shown in Fig. 1. The relative positions 

of the sample bolder and the thermocouple were strictly adjusted by the inner tubes of porcelain 

    1) R. Shimizu, This Journal, 30, 1 (1960) 
    2) W. Jost and G. Nehlep, Z. phys. Chem., B34, 348 (1936) 

       W: Jost and S. McnnenSh, ibid., 196. l88 (I9i0) 
       S. Mennen&h, Z. EJechochem., 54, 433 (1950)
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                                                 Fig. 1 Schematic ]a)•out of apparatus 
                         11 

     C D A: high pressure vessel 
                                                       B: temperature bath 

                g C: thermocouple 
                                               D: lead wires with porcelain tube 

     _ E: teflon sheet 
 - - _ _ _ _ F: inner tube of porcelain covered 

 --~- - F t with steel 
  - -'- 

_ J G: sample holder, electrodes and spe-      -- 
_ _ G _ cimen 

  - - - - H: pressure gauge 
 - - • - - 

_ -_- _ I : oil injector 
 _ - - - - - L K K ] :hand pump 

   -B- - A - - - K: checl valve 
   - - - ' L: exit vaFve 

and steel. The specimen was compressed in a silicone oil by an oil injector and the pressure 

was measured with a calibrated Sourdon type pressure gauge. The pressure vessel was immersed 

in a temperature bath of liquid paraffin. Conductivity meazurements were made for both increaziag 

and decreasing pressures by means of a capacitance bridge at 1,000 c. p. s. at constant temperature. 

There was, however, a temporary change of :empera[ure in the vessel, when the pressure was 

altered, so that it was necessary to take care of the reestablishment of temperature equilibrium 

after each alteration of pressure.
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   The conductivity of the intrinsic range is given by 

                 a=ooexp [-(ZTfai-U,)/kT] (1) 
with aa=YBCt~NN'e=n'Y/kT, 

where N;o is the formation energy of charge carrier and Uo is the mobility energy a[ absolute 

zero temperature, v vibrational frequency, a charge of an electron, a ionic distance, N number of 

ion•pairs per cm', N' number of interstitial positions per cm', r numerical factor due to the 

change of vibrational frequency by lattice defects, B and C numerical factors due to the changes of 

activation energies with temperature, W'=33'a tbT and U=UotcT, by the dilation of [he lattice-

   From Equation (I), it follows that 

                   a lna _a~_ i a /1 lv ~a 
                   ̂

oP ~T aP kT oo"P\ 2 0 ~ o) 
   row: in the temperature range of this experiment, the 5nt term in [he right-hand side may 

be negligible t we may thus write 

          a lna\I _ 1 arl Vo% a( l ln(BC)% O             aP /T kT aP\ 2 lYo-EUu)= kT aV` 2 1'V^tUo)=--a T ,. 2 
where % is the compressibility of the crystal, a the coefficient of volume expansion, and BC=
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ao/y NN e=a=y/kT. Therefore, we can beforehand calculate the value of the pressure coefficient 

at each temperature by using the values of %, ce ahd ao obtained from the experimental results 

at atmospheric pressure and r N e'a=v/kT calculated with each numerical value as follows: 

           t~N~V'=.N=2.3 X 10'-'/cm', a=1.6 X 10-" coulomb, a=3.91 X IO-rcm, 

            =2.18 x 10-"cm=/kg'1, a=3 X 3.29 x ills/°C'l, v=10'=/sec and r= 2 
   On the other hand, in the extrinsic range, the concentration of charge carriers is frozen in, 

so that the pressure coefficient depends on only the term of 8Uo/d P. However. the concentration 

of charge carriers, n, must be beforehand determined. In this experiment, the va]ue of n was 

calculated with the experimental results of conductivity at 30-C and mobility and it was evaluated 

thus: n=5x10='/cm=. The calculated values of the pressure coefficient are listed in the Table 

shown later, 

   The experimental results are summarized in Fig. 2. The conductivity was derived from the 

measured conductance at high pressure and high temperature and the dimensions at atmospheric 

pressure and room temperature. The error arose from the disregarding of any changes in dimen-
sions with pressure and temperature is very small.. In the figure, the upper curse shows the 

conductivity aC atmospheric pressure, which is represented is the conventional forms as follows: 

       110 90 70 50 30'C

10-'

i 
u 

Q° 
b

10-^

10-9

latm

600kg/cm=

Fig. 2 Conductivity of agCl al twa 

       pressures

and the

2.6 2.7 28 2.9 :3.0 3.1 3.2 33 

              1/Tx1fY 

         a=1.Gx 10° ezp(-19,000/RT)•••••••••••••••••••••••••••(90^-110°C), 

          o=1.Ox 10-' exp(-G,225JRT)------~-•-•••----•••••••-••(30~50'C), 

lower cun•e the conductivity at GOO kgJcm°-. The conductivity decreased 

T. W. Richards and G. Jones, J. dm. Ckenr. ,foe., 31, 153 (1909) 
Inlernalional Criricnl Table (1933), Vol. III, p. A3
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pressure. The detailed pressure variation of the conductivity is shown in Fig. 3. In the 

intrinsic range, the variation of logo ryas linear and reversible. On the other Land, in the 

extrinsic range, the variation of the conductivity was lineaz for increasing pressure, but not 

reversible and the conductivity was lower for decreasing pressure than for increasing pressure. 

After reducing . pressure to the atmospheric pressure, the conductivity was lower than it was Lefore 
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           Fig. 3 Pressure dependence of conductivity of AgCI at various temperatures 

                TLe arrow indicates the direction of the variation of pressure.
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the run, but, [be conductivity increased very slowly to a value near its pre•run value in the 

case of high temperature is this range. The pressure coe(hcient of the conductivity , 81na/2P, 
is given by the slope of loga~P curve. As shown in the Table , the pressure coeBtcieats were 
-3 .OX1lY°tms/kg in the intrinsic range and -2.2~-2.SX 10''cm'--/kg in the extrinsic range 

respectively, and these values were in good agreement with the calculated ones. 

              Table Pressure coefficient of conductivity of silver chloride

Temp. 
K

  21ne1 -~ aP lobs. 
 cm=/kB

  81aa\ -~ OP Jcal. 
 cmr/kg

303 

313 

323 

333 

343 

353

2.2x 10_q 

2.1 

2.3 

2.3 

2,4 

2.3

2,3 x 10'' 

2.2 

2.1 

2,1 

2.0 

2.0

363 

3i3 

383

3.C 

3.C 

iG

3.2 

3.1 

3.0

BC=1.86 x 10~ C-2.27 x 10

   In Fig. 4 is shown the variation of the conductivity of the po]ycrystal and the deformed 

crystal with hydrostatic pressure. In the intrinsic range, both the polycrystal and the deformed 

crystal showed [be same caziatioa of conductivity, ulna/oP=-3.0X10-'cm'/kg, as the single 

crystal. In the extrinsic range, they showed hysteresis and [he absolute values of the presure 

coefficient were larger (~2.7 X IO-') a[ 30°C as compared x•ith that of the single ttystal and de-

creased by repeated compressing.

                                Considerations 

   The absolute value of the pressure coefficient in the extrinsic range is smaller than that is 

the intrinsic range and that difference is about -! x 10^~cm'/kg. In the extrinsic range, the 

concentration of the charge carriers (silver ion vacancies) does not depend on the temperature and 

we may suppose that [he change of the concentration of vacancies with applied pressure is small; 

the pressure may thus affect only the mobility energy. On the other hand, in the intrinsic range, 

the pressure effect on the formation energy of vacancies would emerge with the effect on that 

of the mobility, as the vacancies are formed on the basis of the thermodynamical conditions. 

Thecetore, the difference mentioned above would be ascribed to the effect of pressure on the 

formation energy of vacancies. Then, the pressure effect on the mobility energy is about 709m 

of the total pressure effect, so that, this may suggest that the mobility energy depends more

l
i
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highly on the lattice distance than the formation energy of vacancies, as the value of the mobility 

energy is smaller than that of the formation energy of vacancies. 

   In the extrinsic range, however, the conductivity was lower for decreasing pressure than for 

increasing pressure and the conductivity, after reducing pressure to the atmospheric pressure, 

increased very slowly to a value near its pre-run calve. The discrepancies of the pressure 

coefficient between the experimental results and the calculated values are comparatively large at 

70 and 80°C. This temperature range corresponds to [hat turning from the extrinsic range to 

the intrinsic range. The formation of free vacancies may commence, for instance, because of the 

dissociation of vacancies from the associated complexes with impurity ions and the formation of 

vacancies may thus be affected by pressure. lamely, the concentration of free vacancies would 

decrease somewhat with applied pressure and in the case of decreasing pressure the recovery of 

the concentration of free vacancies would retard. as the temperatures are not high enough to 

form the vacancie=_. The specimens of the polycrystnl and deformed crystal have large pressure
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coefficients and shon~ the remarkable hysteresis. I[ is probable [hat these phenomena are related 

to the disorder of the lattice, such as mosaic s[rutture, as the specimens of the polycrystal and 

the deformed crystal are in the state of higher disorder. The disordered regions may be rearranged 

in a more proper orientation under high pressures and at that time, some of the vacancies may 

be annihilated in the disordered regions. 

   The author has great pleasure in expressing his sincere Chanks to Prof. ~Vasaburo Jono for 

his valuable guidance and encouragement during the course of the investigation. 

                                      T/re Laboratory of Physical Chemistry 

                                        Kyoto GSriversity 

                                        Kyoto, lapme

                            Appendix 

Correction : ESect of Plastic Deformation on Ionic Conductivity of Silver Chloride. IC. Shimizu 

          [Rev. Plays. Chem. Japan, 30, 1 (1960)] 
   In the last paragraph of "Considerations" of the previous papers, the association energy 

of positive ion vacancy and impurity has been confused with the activation energy for the rate of 

association. In alkali halide crystals. the association energy of positive ion vacancy with divalent 

impurity is about 0.4 eV and [be estimated one in the silver chloride is about 0.20.3 eV. 

   If we assume that [he activation energy for the rate of dissociation of the silver ion vacancy 

and impurity ion is the sum of [be activation energy for the. migration of siher ion vacancy, 

0:27 eV, and the association energy, the activation energy for the rate of the association process 

should correspond to the. activation energy for the migration of silver ion vacancy. The experi-

mental value, 0.2D eV, is somewhat small. This discrepancy may be caused by two reasons. 

The activation energy for migration of silver ion vacancy arould be Lowered, in the direction of 

the impurity ion, in the proximity of a multivalent positive ion because of the change of the 

potential energy between the two charges. For the another reason, we must take account of the 
variation of [he concentration of [he Free vacancies at t=:..+, u,., with temperature, though we 

supposed that the na did not depend oa the temperature. The higher the temperature, the 

smaller the value of the nm, and k=k'/nm, so that the slope of logk~l/T curve would be steeper 
than that of ]ogk'~l/T curve which was obtained in the experiment. 

    S) K SLimizu, This lounral, 3Q 8 (1960)




